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Across

3. To help or relieve

10. A person or animal that inhabits a place

11. to give in; yield; concede

12. Contrived

14. Evoking or deserving pity

17. Strange, peculiar

18. Without consolation or solace;

21. of very little importance

25. earnest request or petition

28. To hand down

29. To plot

31. Not satiable; incapable of being satisfied

33. to succeed; become dominant, win out

37. to shake or wave, as a weapon; flourish

38. To put to sleep or restby soothing means

40. One of a numerous class of lesser deities 

of mythology, conceived of as beautiful maidens 

inhabting the sea, rivers, woods, trees etc.

41. Insatiable greed for riches, inordinate, 

miserly desire to gain and hoard wealth

42. to see (something unlcear of distant) by 

looking carefully

43. To catch sight of suddenly

44. Unlucky; luckless; unfortunate

45. Acuteness of mental discernment and 

soundness of judgment

46. Disease or illness

Down

1. Struck with oeverwhelming shock or 

amazement

2. The degree of inlcination; gradient

4. Lamentable

5. A device, especially a mechanical one

6. An act or instance of supplicating; humble 

prayer

7. An ointment or salve

8. Inconspicuous or unnoticeable

9. Irritation or annoyance

13. Immediately, at once; without delay

15. humiliated or shamed, as by injury to one's 

pride or self-respect

16. A royal domain

19. A website from a local university - this is 

one of your best friends.

20. Capable of beingi or becoming

22. Your teacher's favorite book

23. To feel, show, or express grief, sorrow, or 

regret

24. A building, especially one of large size

26. To continue steadfastly

27. Wise; judicious, prudent

30. To see at a distance; to catch sight of

32. A sheath for a sword

34. to assent tacitly; submit or comply silently 

or without protest; agree; consent

35. to speak in a monotonous tone

36. A character in a play, story, etc.

39. Unwilling; reluctant


